
 

HYBRID CLASSES BONUS 

Class 

> Shadow Caster 

(Physical Skill, Accuracy, Mana) 

Spell Duellist 

(Mana, Defense, Attack) 

Knave 

(Attack, Speed, Physical Skill) Level 

∨ 

3 PS: +1 Ac: +1 M: +1 M: +1 D: +1 A: +1 A: +1 S: +1 PS: +1 

6 PS: +2 Ac: +2 M: +2 M: +2 D: +2 A: +2 A: +2 S: +2 PS: +2 

9 PS: +3 Ac: +3 M: +3 M: +3 D: +3 A: +3 A: +3 S: +3 PS: +3 

12 PS: +4 Ac: +4 M: +4 M: +4 D: +4 A: +4 A: +4 S: +4 PS: +4 

15 PS: +5 Ac: +5 M: +5 M: +5 D: +5 A: +5 A: +5 S: +5 PS: +5 

 

Class Mage Warrior Rogue Shadow Caster Spell Duellist Knave 

Benefits 

Mana costs will be 

halved, mana 

regen is doubled 

and dual-casting is 

possible. 

Stamina costs will 

be halved, health 

regen is doubled 

and dual-wielding 

is possible. 

Stamina costs will 

be halved and 

stamina regen is 

doubled and both 

dual-wielding and 

casting is possible. 

Mana costs will be 

halved, stamina 

regen is doubled 

and dual-casting 

and wielding is 

possible. 

Stamina costs are 

halved, mana 

regen is doubled 

and both dual-

wielding and 

casting is possible. 

Stamina regen and 

health regen is 

doubled and dual-

wielding is 

possible. 

 

Level 
Spells  

(Can be cast by all, however, must be in range.) 

3 

 

Spirit Fire 

 

(Will produce a ghostly flame that lingers on the target, causing time-damage. Initial damage is your attack power + any mana bonus 

from weapons. Time-damage is 5 damage times the amount of posts the target has been on fire. Usually will last about 3 posts. Can 

be used in reverse to aid allies. Will heal ally equal to the damage this spell usually inflicts on an enemy). 

 

 

Pain Blaze 

 

(Will deal damage equal to attack power + mana bonus from weapon. Enrages the enemy causing them not to defend or dodge for 

the next post.) 

 

 

Critical Ignition 

 

(Will consume half your mana to allow one ally to use an ability in their next ability jump for any attribute. Anything with an * in the 

attribute table is an ability.) 

 

 

Rage Flames 

 

(Will deal your allies 25 damage each, infusing them with pain-fury which causes 50% more damage on 3 of their next hits.) 

  

 

MAIN CLASS BONUSES 

Class 

> Mage 

(Accuracy, Mana, Defense) 

Warrior 

(Defense, Attack, Speed) 

Rogue 

(Speed, Physical Skill, Accuracy) Level 

∨ 

3 Ac: +1 M: +1 D: +1 D: +1 A: +1 S: +1 S: +1 PS: +1 Ac: +1 

6 Ac: +2 M: +2 D: +2 D: +2 A: +2 S: +2 S: +2 PS: +2 Ac: +2 

9 Ac: +3 M: +3 D: +3 D: +3 A: +3 S: +3 S: +3 PS: +3 Ac: +3 

12 Ac: +4 M: +4 D: +4 D: +4 A: +4 S: +4 S: +4 PS: +4 Ac: +4 

15 Ac: +5 M: +5 D: +5 D: +5 A: +5 S: +5 S: +5 PS: +5 Ac: +5 



Types 
Dual-

wielding 
Dual-casting 

Weapon and 

shield 

Spell and 

shield 

Weapon and 

spell 

Two handed 

weapon 

Description 

You may wield 

two one-handed 

weapons, while 

not casting spells. 

You may cast two 

spells at one time, 

while not holding 

any weapons. 

You may have a 

weapon and 

shield at hand. 

You may have a 

spell and shield 

at hand. 

You may have a 

weapon and spell 

at hand. 

You can only use 

this weapon. 

Restrictions 
Only mages are 

incapable of this. 
Only warriors are 

incapable of this. 

All classes are 

allowed this type. 

All classes are 

allowed this type. 

All classes are 

allowed this type. 

All classes are 

allowed this type. 

Weapons 
Any not listed in 

two-handed. 
None. 

One one-handed 

weapon. 
None. 

One one-handed 

weapon. 

One two-handed 

weapon: 

Staff. 

War-hammer 

Battleaxe 

Yew Bow 

 

 

 


